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 Abstract：The Nuo activity of witch of China has close 
connections  with chicken. In different stages, different time and 
different places  of Nuo’s ceremony, there are seven kinds of 
mainly functions of the chicken: Do the sacrifice that is offered 








Foretell good or bad luck.  Make idol’s spirit turn into the real 
spirit. Suppress pestilence god, devil haunt and plague. Represent 
the actors’soul. In order to make  the chicken help people really 
and display the function hoped for of wizards, a lot of Nuo 
ceremonies in the localities, mostly sing the   
songs about the chicken, and the contents of the songs mostly have a 
high opinion of the chicken.  The chicken is paid so much attention 
in folk. The reason  has two points: First, in ancient people’s 
thought, the  
chicken is considered to be the beginning of the world. 
The  chicken conceives all lives, and it has utstanding 
magical  strength. Second, ancient people think ghosts are fear of 
the  bright, but the chicken has called out the sun, which make 
the  light replace the dark, and Yang overcome the shade. 
So  people cherish the chicken as a fetish which restrains 
ghosts.   
  Keyword:  chicken  Nuo activity  functions  cultural 
meanings  
 
